
Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis ltd. Victoria Street 77, Suite 125, SW1H 0WH London

Legal One GmbH 
Greifswalder Str. 208 
10405 Berlin 

Germany 

 6th, March 2021 
punishable omission and obligation declaration

 
Hereby agrees, 

legal Person, Petra Gibbösch, managing director Priormart GmbH, Zimmer Str. 1, 10969 Berlin, Germany (omission 
debtor) 

legal Person, Karl-Heinz Buhmann, Notar von Priormart GmbH, Zimmer Str. 1, 10969 Berlin, Germany (omission 
debtor) 

legal Person, Felix Fidelsberger, managing director c/o Legal One, Greifswalder Str. 208, 10405 Berlin, Germany 
(omission debtor) 

legally binding but without recognition of a legal obligation, under the dissolving condition of a generally binding or 
supreme court jurisprudence based clarification of the omitting behavior, 

opposite to 

Trademark and document holder, company Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd. (Omission creditors) 
Directorin, Art &  Trademark owner, Doris Lordin Maya, company Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd.(Omission 
creditors) 
CEO, Director & Trademark owner, Mr. Manuel Tuebner, company Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd. (Omission 
creditors)  

1. to refrain immediately, the gang and economic crimes of corruption district office Oberallgäu/fam. Alfred See-
hofer and the Markus Soeder/Merkel government, to study our notarized copyrights and intellectual property wi-
thout permission, to hand over to the corruption clan, to sell, to reproduce, to copy an/or to sell/transfer to 
third parties without permission, copyright fraud, trademark fraud, trademark infringement and causing breaches 
of contract, including all of our notarized copyrights, basics and individual parts of contractual rights and all EU 
trademark rights. 

2. to refrain immediately, to block my account and access to Priormart, to close and/or to delete notarized copy-
rights of intellectual property in order to make our data void and/or the gang and economic crime with corrup-
tion district office Oberallgäu/fam. Alfred Seehofer and the clan Markus Soeder/Merkel government to provide 
unauthorized access to our archives. 

3. to refrain immediately, our notarized copyrights and intellectual property are forbidden to China, USA, EU coun-
tries and worldwide like in the last 6 years to sell, like the corruption district office Oberallgäu/family Alfred See-
hofer with clan Prime Minister Markus Soeder/Angela Merkel since 2016 2021 with Denise Hardon and the company 
eKomi and Nextime, the affair of Sabrina Seehofer, former managing director Emmanuel Christoph Eckert, conti-
nuously.  
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claims for damages are filed with 

the english court (Common Law)

Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis ltd.  
Victoria Street 77, Suite 125  

SW1H 0HW London  
United Kingdom  

Company Registration : 09682509 
VAT 334 7030 26  

legal department   
in all legal matters 

mobil  +44 7985670755 
fax +44 020 3006 8928

managing director 
Felix Fidelsberger



punishable omission and obligation declaration__Gibbösch_Buhmann_Fidelsberger 

4. to refrain immediately, to operate digitization with our deposited company contracts with the corruption District 
Office Oberallgäu/Alfred Seehofer family with clan Prime Minister Markus Soeder/Merkel government and our 
unique trademark-protected studies and company concepts, company strategies and company know-how on nota-
rized copyright and intellectual property with all contracts with preamble of 1,200 pages to digitize. 

5. to refrain immediately, our trademark-protected studies, notarized copyrights and intellectual property of com-
pany concepts, company strategies and company know-how with all contracts and documents of 1,200 pages with 
preamble for political and scientific purposes such as parishes, futurologists, yoga scene and celebrity scene by 
Tanja Seehofer to use, sell and misuse without permission. 

6. to refrain immediately, with our trademark-protected studies, company concepts, company know-how and com-
pany strategies on notarized copyrights in black pedagogy with rituals for abuse and subconscious programming to 
design, design and copy and sell these and/or to design services and training from them and to use them to scat-
ter the entire yoga scene for abuse and without authorization and permission in Art of Lordin Maya to treat count-
less people, children and babies with stolen studies in Art of Lordin Maya which have been copied into yoga exer-
cises, to abuse and irreparably serious damage in the Psyche and in which growth and learning pedagogy. 

7. to refrain immediately, gang and economic crime corruption District Office Oberallgäu/fam. Alfred Seehofer and 
the clan Markus Soeder/Federal Government Merkel and through the fraud of the company acquisition because of 
our notarized copyrights to company studies, brainstorming, intellectual property to copyrights, company con-
cepts, company strategies and company know-how with all contracts of 1,200 pages with Preamble to deliberately 
cause copyright and trademark fraud, with a scope of project work over 30 unmarked books, secret codex books 
in Art of Lordin Maya, unique graphic works, layouts and idea inventions, based on over 600 services including 6 
EU-trademark applications with license agreements, primarily study trademark, Studentenbaum® and Muttergot-
tesbepflanzung®, (MotherofGodplanting) Zukunftspädagogik® (futurepedagogy) with unique learning methods for 
higher study with the future chamaeleon, Zukunftspädagogik® with bright colors, Futurebase®, Basiclevel®, Zu-
kunftsbasis® (futurebase), as well as strategy and company concept via home office, de-escalation rhetoric, mar-
keting management, employee training, personal training, project management, rhetoric courses and copy all 
over Germany, through the government of Brussels in over 27 European countries, worldwide in universities, com-
panies and global corporations AirForce to introduce NASA, which has caused economic damage of over £12 tril-
lion for 6 years due to trademark infringement, trademark fraud, breach of contract, copyright fraud on our EU 
trademarks and their unauthorized use for misuse and through the previous worldwide distribution in the USA, 
Switzerland and China by copying our brand studies. 

8. to refrain immediately, the accomplices of the corruption District Office Oberallgäu/fam. Alfred Seehofer and 
the Clan Markus Soeder/Merkel Federal Government, who are responsible for the 2020 election fraud that staged 
in the USA and the storming of the Capitol, our trademark-protected studies, intellectual property in company 
concepts, company know-how and company strategies for notarized copyrights hand it over to President Joe Biden 
and market it in the USA, as the corruption District Office Oberallgäu/fam. Alfred Seehofer and the Markus Soeder 
clan/Merkel government since 2016, and by being deposed by high treason from the then Minister of Justice in 
2017, Prof. Dr. Winfried Bausback and to be responsible for President Donald J. Trump in 2020, as well as having 
spread all of our branded products and know-how stored at Priomart throughout the EU, the government of Brus-
sels, Switzerland and the USA, as well as China and worldwide. 

9. to refrain immediately, to steal our trademark-protected studies, notarized copyrights and intellectual property 
in company concepts, company strategies and company know-how from our notarial deposit archive Priomart, to 
copy documents and certificates from them, to forge and backdate them, as well as to transfer them to other 
third parties without permission and with corruption money and our marketing concepts Bribing accomplices in or-
der to ensure that our documents and certificates are forged there too.. 

10. to refrain immediately, to steal, copy and disassemble our copyrighted and trademark studies and brand names in 
their individual parts and terms, to disseminate them to the ministry and the entire federal government, asso-
ciations, companies in order to nullify the complete invention of the authors Manuel Tübner and Doris Lordin Ma-
ya, and worldwide to spread, like the term of my brand Basisstufe® from my study tree, which was set up in Swit-
zerland as a daycare center by Tanja, Alfred and Sabrina Seehofer. 

11. to refrain immediately, to spread our brand Studentenbaum® and pioneering studies worldwide, which Doris Lor-
din Maya brought from herself, her future as indigo queen to her indigo blue pearl Mother Earth and the planting 
of her own Mother of God Seed from her brand Muttergottes Bepflanzung® requires an activation in order to be-
come one functioning Studentenbaum® to grow up in order to be able to study higher and to learn the only real 
study in the whole world, which has remained hidden from mankind to this day, in the artificial intelligence such 
as the corruption District Office Oberallgäu/fam. Alfred Seehofer and the clan Markus Soeder/Merkel government 
stole all of Doris Lordin Maya's study material and distributed it worldwide.
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punishable omission and obligation declaration__Gibbösch_Buhmann 

12. to refrain immediately, to create and educate children in day-care centers and through the creation of day-care 
centers to be criminals and accomplices of study abuse, to plant a Studentenbaum® in nature and with bright co-
lors from my trademark Studentenbaum® and future chameleon with the word term and parts from the Studenten-
baum® to snatch away, although this misleads the study with the pedagogical approaches.  

13. to refrain immediately, the planting of my Mother of God Seed from my trademark Muttergottes Bepflanzung®, 
which is necessary for the Muttergottes Bepflanzung®, as well as me, the living Studentenbaum® for higher stu-
dies and in my course in Art of Lordin Maya to students with preservation to be allowed to carry out an approval in 
Art of Lordin Maya, as well as to write our trademark Studentenbaum® under my Studentenbaum® in Art of Lordin 
Maya with an application with certificate and licenses of a reproduction allowed by me. Only with an approved 
certificate of authenticity can a student study back into me, my future from me, Doris Lordin Maya through me, 
through my brand Studentenbaum® and into me, my future. A reproduction and copy as it is the corruption District 
Office Oberallgäu/fam. Alfred Seehofer and the Clan Markus Soeder/Federal Government Merkel since 2016/2017 
in China, USA and the entire EU, as well as Switzerland is subject to severe trademark and copyright law, as well 
as breach of contract, especially since the copyright and trademark studies have been notarized in Priomart since 
2014 and have been protected in the printing company with intellectual property since 2015, which was announ-
ced in January 2021 by the former managing director Felix Fidelsberger, c/o Legal One, Greifswalder Str. 208, 
10405 Berlin in December 2021 at the same time as President Donald Trump about electoral fraud was sold to the 
corruption district office Oberallgäu/fam. Alfred Seehofer and the clan Markus Soeder/Federal Government Merkel 

14. to refrain immediately, u.a. Lectures, workshops, training courses, courses, websites and seminars, as well as we-
binars with the notarized company studies of Mayabaum Verlag- Zukunftsbasis® ltd. to copy and convert and to de-
lete the documents and Pdfs stored in the deposit archive and in the Priomart account and/or with fraud exchan-
ging Pdfs, as well as forging and rewriting the notarial deeds with the smuggled notary and then exchanging them 
with the forgery in the archive and Priomart account. Also to use this criminal approach to overthrow the USA with 
Joe Biden the stolen marketing concepts in Art of Lordin Maya with the forged certificates and studies in Art of 
Lordin Maya and all stolen and forged studies and company concepts of the company Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunfts-
basis® ltd. to digitize and market in China, in which the former managing director Felix Fidelsberger benefits and 
how it can be achieved through the sale to the former managing director Petra Gibbösch. 

15. to refrain immediately, Alfred Seehofer as the author of his two daughters Sabrina and Tanja Seehofer, while his 
children are covered in the serious gang and white-collar crime with copyright fraud, fraudulent contracts, trade-
mark fraud, our studies and copyright works and the rider Alfred Seehofer to prominence his daughters in this way 
wants to create heroes and stars around the world.  

16. to refrain immediately, to equip the worldwide company ekomi with our studies and copyrights, to continue to 
steal, copy and disassemble our copyrighted and trademark studies and brand names in their individual parts and 
word-of-mouth, starting in 2016 as Dennis Hardon, former managing director of Perilia Human Resources GmbH, 
was then bribed by Sabrina Seehofer and got a job at eKomi, just like where the new managing director Petra Gib-
bösch was smuggled into Priomart to steal our remaining individual parts of our studies and brands and therefore 
bought Priormart which was certainly planned by Denise Haddon and Sabrina Seehofer, as well as Petra Gibbösch in 
2016.  

10. If the cease and desist declaration is not signed by March 12, 2021 and the original is sent by legally valid post 
to the English company address of Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd. to pay £2,500,000 to the omission cre-
ditors because it can be assumed that the omission debtor continues to deliberately criminalize Mayabaum Verlag - 
Zukunftsbasis® ltd. and the trademark owners Doris Lordin Maya and Manuel Tuebner and the unauthorized use 
and abuse of authors -, data protection, trademark violations with, among other things, considerable financial 
economic damage to the company, such as the last 57 months in the world's largest company and study theft for 
better progress of all time, as well as larger corporate and gang crimes worldwide of all times, which led to the 
unbundling of the times of World War in Germany and to the biogenic, digital world war with the reference to 
whoever copied Doris Lordin Maya 1 to 1 caused the world war. 

11. in the event, the corruption district office Oberallgäu/fam. Alfred Seehofer and the Clan Markus Soeder/Federal 
Government Merkel in the USA submits further frauds against us in courts, authorities to make us as authors and 
brand owners null and void, one can assume that fraud contracts and copyright fraud with our copyright works 
with our entire intellectual property, Backdate falsified signatures, certificates of authenticity and author's works, 
false résumés, on the basis of which we have already filed our student tree study as a precautionary measure at 
various locations in the USA 
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eKomi US, eKomi Inc.  
9100 Wilshire Blvd. | Suite 725 E  
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

Headquarter, eKomi Europe Germany 
eKomi Holding GmbH, Zimmerstr. 11 
10969 Berlin



punishable omission and obligation declaration__Gibbösch_Buhmann 

12. in the event of a future culpable breach of the promise of cease and desist to pay one of the claims for damages 
to the cease and desist, the amount of which is determined by the cease and desist according to contractually 
stipulated claims for damages and in the event of a dispute can be fully examined by the competent court. 

Hereby agrees, 
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managing director, Petra Gibbösch 
(legal and natural person)

 place and date

notar, Karl-Heinz Buhmann 
(legal and natural person)

 place and date

managing director, Felix Fidelsberger 
(legal and natural person)

 place and date



 

          

 

Claims of damages 

Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis ltd. Victoria Street 77, Suite 125, SW1H 0HW London 

Legal One GmbH  
Greifswalder Str. 208  
10405 Berlin 

Germany  

Invoice.details 
Invoice number: 2021.03_FF.01                                                                                                                         March, 6th 2021 
payment: immediately 

 

description 
Services contract 

Quantity 
(2016 -2021)

Gross

1. provisional claims of damages 

Included are violations of contract law, violation of EU trademark law, 
enforcement of criminal offenses with 8 attempted murders, 
defamation, treason, fraud, failure to provide assistance, gang crime, 
white-collar crime, destruction of existence against Mayabaum Verlag 
- Zukunftsbasis®, the directors and brand owner. 

Furthermore, perpetrator of a serious criminal gang crime of the 
corruption District Office Oberallgäu, police authority Kempten, 
police authority Immenstadt, criminal police Kempten, public 
prosecutor's office Kempten, district court Kempten, regional court 
Kempten, Bavarian state ministry Munich, district court Munich, 
government of Swabia, police presidium, Rostock state district, 
Southeastern Hesse, state court, police station Rostock, etc. 

They were cleared up in detail but ignored everything and did not sign 
a punitive injunction. Therefore you have to take full responsibility. 

article 14.8.5 - contract social Project 

“If the authorities, offices and courts massively violate the higher law 
and the specified legislation, to which you are inevitably subject and 
have to comply, claims for damages must be made to the project 
developer. Integrated by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union, Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms ECHR, Intern. Pact on civil & political rights 
from 19.12.1966 (BGBl. 1973 II 1553) - ICCPR, UN Resolution 217 A (III) 
- General declaration of human rights, intentional violation of 
international law and the convention of human rights article 25 GG, 
HLKO, SHAEF - laws.”

£240,000,000,000

Net Total £240,000,000,000

VAT 20 % £48,000,000,000

Gross Total £288,000,000,000

provisional claims for damages  

(Common Law)

Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunftsbasis ltd.  
Victoria Street 77, Suite 125  

SW1H 0HW London  
United Kingdom  

Company Registration : 09682509 
Fax +44 (0)20 3006 8928 

VAT 334 7030 26

legal department   
in all legal matters

Notice: The amount of £288 Billions must be transferred immediately to the specified account. In the case of 
further trademark and contract violations further claims for damages come into force. Upon receipt of the claim, 
they accepted the new terms and conditions. 

Felix Fidelsberger


